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FORTIFIED Code-Plus Building Program
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Tampa, Fla., (July 26, 2010) – The Institute for Business & Home Safety (IBHS) and the
Federal Alliance for Safe Homes, Inc. (FLASH)® announced today they are joining forces to
promote IBHS’ FORTIFIED code-plus construction program for homes and light commercial
buildings that are vulnerable to natural and man-made disasters.
IBHS will retain responsibility for the FORTIFIED programs’ technical standards, training
criteria and qualifications, designation criteria and quality control initiatives, while FLASH will
develop training materials including courseware, and will provide training environments
(including in-person and Web-based platforms) to meet the demands of the national program.
The two organizations will promote and market FORTIFIED nationwide to the general public as
well as to the professional building community and other key stakeholders in the residential and
commercial construction markets.
The partnership will provide the environment for IBHS and FLASH to unify FLASH’s Blueprint
for Safety® builder education and training program and IBHS’ FORTIFIED, a code-plus,
inspection-based building designation program.
“We are really pleased to have struck this agreement with FLASH, a broad-based coalition of
interests that is widely recognized as an effective leader in advocating property loss mitigation,”
said Julie Rochman, IBHS president and CEO. “FORTIFIED has really begun to take off in
states at risk from coastal storms, and we are anxious to see all Americans soon having fully
supported access to the FORTIFIED programs, which offer the very best performance standards
available to protect homes, businesses, and communities from the worst of Mother Nature.”
"This is an excellent opportunity for FLASH to live our mission of strengthening homes and
safeguarding families through joint work with one of our founding partners,” said FLASH
president/CEO Leslie Chapman-Henderson. “Providing education and awareness initiatives to

support the FORTIFIED for Safer Living program will expand communities’ access to the
strongest code-plus building designation program available in the marketplace today."
About the IBHS and FORTIFIED Programs
IBHS is an independent, nonprofit, scientific research organization supported by property
insurers and reinsurers. The Institute works to reduce the social and economic effects of natural
disasters and other risks to residential and commercial property by conducting research and
advocating improved construction, maintenance and preparation practices. Visit
www.DisasterSafety.org for more information about IBHS resources.
The FORTIFIED suite of code-plus construction programs encompasses FORTIFIED for Safer
Living®, for residential construction, FORTIFIED for Safer Business® for new light commercial
construction, and FORTIFIED for Existing HomesTM, which is a retrofit standard for existing
residential construction. The FORTIFIED programs are formally recognized in several states by
both public and private sector risk-bearing organizations (e.g., state Wind Pools and individual
insurance companies) as proven to reduce losses associated with a variety of risks.
About FLASH
®
The non‐profit Federal Alliance for Safe Homes, Inc. – FLASH is a 501(c)(3) collaboration of
organizations dedicated to strengthening homes and safeguarding families from natural and
manmade disaster. Based in Tallahassee, FLASH is the nation's fastest‐growing disaster safety
education organization with more than 100 partners including BASF, the Federal Emergency
Management Agency, Florida Division of Emergency Management, The Home Depot,
International Code Council, National Weather Service, Renaissance Reinsurance, Simpson
Strong‐Tie, Risk Management Services, State Farm, USAA and WeatherPredict Consulting, Inc.
In 2008, FLASH opened the interactive weather experience; StormStruck: A Tale of Two
Homes®. Visit www.flash.org or call (877) 221‐SAFE (7233) to learn more about FLASH and
access their free consumer resources today.

